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The electronic, vibrational, and charge-transport properties of a series of benzothieno-benzothiophene
(BTBT)–FmTCNQ (m = 0, 2, 4) and diCnBTBT–FmTCNQ (n = 8, 12; m = 0, 4) donor–acceptor (DA)
co-crystals have been investigated by means of density functional theory calculations. The electronicstructure calculations predict wide conduction bands and small effective masses for electrons along the
DA stacking directions. The results indicate that the increase in the number of F atoms on the acceptor
molecules results in an increase of superexchange couplings along the DA stacks, while the addition of
the alkyl side chains results in a decrease of through-space transfer integrals between neighboring
stacks. Time-dependent density functional theory calculations of the optical properties describe
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the lowest two optical transitions as having a charge-transfer character and being related to the two
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that the ionicity parameter in the diCnBTBT–FmTCNQ cocrystals is somewhat larger than in the BTBT
analogues. Overall, we find that DFT calculations based on periodic boundary conditions are a reliable
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tool to estimate the ionicity parameter in DA cocrystals.

electronic coupling pathways that contribute to the superexchange couplings. The results also indicate

1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, p-conjugated organic materials have
attracted considerable attention for potential applications in
various optoelectronic devices1–5 with organic donor–acceptor
(DA) co-crystals being considered as promising materials for
OFET (organic field-effect transistor) applications.6–20 In the
case of binary molecular systems, the latter consist of a regular
arrangement of D and A molecular moieties with a defined
stoichiometry. Usually, DA co-crystals display a ground-state
charge transfer (CT) configuration (Dr+–Ar) with a partial ionicity.
a
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The ionicity parameter (r) plays a critical role in defining the
optical, electronic, and electrical properties of co-crystals, with
r strongly correlated to the crystal packing motif. In binary
crystals with 1 : 1 stoichiometry, two types of molecular stacking
patterns are typically found: (i) segregated stacks, in which
the D and A moieties align in separate, well-ordered stacks,
–D–D–D– and –A–A–A–; and (ii) mixed stacks, in which the
D and A moieties alternate along the stacking directions.7
Segregated co-crystals are characterized by r values around
0.5 and predominantly exhibit metallic-like electrical properties; mixed-type co-crystals are usually semiconductors when
r o 0.5 or insulators when r B 1.6–9
In recent years, benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene
(BTBT, see Fig. 1) and its alkylated derivatives have found wide
applications as p-type semiconducting materials for OFET devices.
In their pristine form, BTBT crystals show a high degree of layered
crystallinity which facilitates hole transport and leads to mobilities
up to 10 cm2 V1 s1.21–23 Recently, it was found that BTBT and
its derivatives can form DA cocrystals with 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) and its fluorinated derivatives.24–29
Interestingly, in contrast to the p-channel transport found in
the BTBT crystals, the BTBT-based DA cocrystals mostly exhibit
n-channel characteristics.25–29
A few theoretical studies have been reported on BTBT–
TCNQ co-crystals.24,25,29–31 However, the calculations of the
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The electronic couplings between nearest-neighbor pairs of
donor–donor, donor–acceptor, and acceptor–acceptor components were evaluated with a fragment orbital approach in
combination with a basis set orthogonalization procedure.38
The electronic couplings between D molecules [or A molecules]
along the stacking directions were also estimated via an energysplitting approach by considering the energy levels of a D–A–D
[or A–D–A] triad:8
teff ¼
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Fig. 1 Chemical structures of the BTBT (n = 0, CnRH), diC8BTBT
(C8RC8H17), and diC12BTBT (C12RC12H25) donors as well as the TCNQ,
F2TCNQ, and F4TCNQ acceptor molecules.

electronic-structure properties had so far been limited to the
evaluation of the electronic couplings. Here, we greatly expand
on these initial investigations and perform a detailed study of
the electronic, optical, vibrational, and charge-transport properties of a series of BTBT–FmTCNQ (m = 0, 2, 4) and diCnBTBT–
FmTCNQ (n = 8, 12; m = 0, 4) co-crystals, see Fig. 1 (we note that
the diC8BTBT–F2TCNQ and diC12BTBT–F2TCNQ crystals are
not considered here due to the positional disorder of the F
atoms in their experimental crystal structures).

2. Methodology
The geometry optimizations and calculations of the individual
molecular energies of BTBT, diCnBTBT (n = 8, 12), and FmTCNQ
(m = 0, 2, 4) were performed at the density functional theory
(DFT) B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. Time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT) was then used with the same functional and basis
set to calculate the electronic excitations from the ground state.
A natural transition orbital (NTO) analysis was applied to characterize the electronic excitations.32 All these calculations were
performed with the Gaussian 09-D01 package.33
The geometry optimizations of the DA co-crystals were also
conducted at the DFT B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. In the course of
the optimizations, the cell parameters were kept fixed at their
experimental values while the atomic positions were allowed to
relax. Harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated at the
G point of the co-crystals. The coupled perturbed Hartree–Fock/
Kohn–Sham (CPHF/CPKS) approach34 was used for the calculation of the vibrational spectra and the determination of the IR
and Raman intensities. These calculations were carried out
with the CRYSTAL 17 package.35
DFT B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) electronic band structures and densities
of states (DOS) were calculated with the CRYSTAL 14 package.36 In
order to compare our results with previous studies, the electronicstructure calculations of the co-crystals were performed as well
using the experimental crystal structures.37 Uniform 8  8  8 or
8  8  4 Monkhorst–Pack k-point meshes were employed for
the BTBT–FmTCNQ (m = 0, 2, 4) and diCnBTBT–FmTCNQ (n = 8, 12
and m = 0, 4) co-crystals, respectively.
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EH½Lþ1  EH1½L
2

(1)

where EH[L] and EH1[L+1] are the energies of the HOMO[LUMO]
and HOMO1[LUMO+1] levels taken from the neutral state of
the D–A–D [or A–D–A] triad. These calculations were carried
out at the DFT B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level using the Gaussian
09-D01 package.33
We recall that the inverse eﬀective mass tensor of a crystal,
mji1, is defined as:39


1
1 d2 E
(2)
¼ 2
mij 
h dkj dki
where subscripts i and j represent the Cartesian coordinates in
reciprocal space; h is the reduced Planck constant and k, the
electron wave-vector. The diagonalization of mij1 provides the
principal components and their orientations. The inverse eﬀective mass tensor was calculated by means of Sperling’s centered
diﬀerence method with dk = 0.01 Bohr1.8

3. Results and discussion
3.1.

Electronic structure

The crystal structures of BTBT–FmTCNQ and diCnBTBT–FmTCNQ
were taken from the Cambridge Structural Database (the unitcell parameters are collected in Table S1 in the ESI‡).25,28
BTBT–TCNQ, BTBT–F2TCNQ, and diCnBTBT–FmTCNQ (n = 8,
12; m = 0, 4) co-crystals belong to the triclinic space group P1% ,
while the BTBT–F4TCNQ co-crystal belongs to the monoclinic
P21/c space group. All co-crystals considered in this work are
characterized by a 1 : 1 stoichiometry and crystallize as mixed
stacks. The DA stacks in BTBT–TCNQ, BTBT–F2TCNQ, and
diCnBTBT–FmTCNQ co-crystals are located along the a crystallographic axis while those in BTBT–F4TCNQ are along the b axis
(see Fig. S1, ESI‡). In all systems, the donor and acceptor
molecules are equidistant from each other along the stacking
directions.
The electronic band structures and the densities of states of
the co-crystals are given in Fig. 2 and 3, while Table 1 collects
the widths of the conduction bands (CB) and valence bands
(VB) along with the eﬀective masses for each co-crystal (see
also Table S2, ESI‡ for additional details). The CB widths
are found to be significant, in the range of 280–380 meV, and
are comparable to those already reported in the literature
for co-crystals based on TCNQ and F4TCNQ acceptors.8,37
The largest values among the CB widths are estimated for
the BTBT–F2TCNQ, BTBT–F4TCNQ, diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ, and
di-C12BTBT–F4TCNQ co-crystals; this is due to the large
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Fig. 2 Electronic band structures and densities of states (DOS) of the:
(a) BTBT:TCNQ, (b) BTBT:F2TCNQ, and (c) BTBT:F4TCNQ co-crystals. The
high-symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone are labelled as: G = (0, 0, 0),
Z = (0, 0, 0.5), T = (0, 0.5, 0.5), Y = (0, 0.5, 0), X = (0.5, 0, 0), V = (0.5, 0.5, 0),
R = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), and U = (0.5, 0, 0.5) for the (a and b) cases and
G = (0, 0, 0), Z = (0, 0.5, 0), C = (0.5, 0.5, 0), Y = (0.5, 0, 0), B = (0, 0, 0.5),
A = (0.5, 0, 0.5), E = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), and D = (0, 0.5, 0.5) for the (c) case.
All points are given in fractional coordinates in reciprocal space. The zero
of energy is taken as the top of the valence band.

effective (superexchange) transfer integral (B60–80 meV) present along the stacking directions (see Table 2).
The VB widths fall in the range of 80–180 meV. In all
investigated systems, the width of the VB is narrower than that
of the CB. The largest band dispersions for the VB in BTBT–
FmTCNQ co-crystals are observed along directions perpendicular to the DA stacks. In contrast, in the co-crystals based
on the diCnBTBT donors, the largest VB band dispersions
are observed along the stacking directions. The calculations
show that, in BTBT–TCNQ and BTBT–F2TCNQ co-crystals, the
direct through-space electronic couplings (tD–D) related to hole
transfer between BTBT molecules residing on adjacent DA
stacks are much larger than the superexchange couplings
(teff
h ) along the stacking directions. In BTBT–F4TCNQ, the tD–D
and teff
h couplings are comparable and contribute nearly equally
to the VB width. Overall, the calculations show that in all
co-crystals the superexchange couplings for the electrons (teff
e )
are much larger than those (teff
h ) for the holes. As seen from
eff
Table 2, the values of both teff
e and th in the co-crystals systematically increase with the increase in the number of F atoms

Research Article

Fig. 3 Electronic band structures and densities of states (DOS) of the:
(a) diC8BTBT–TCNQ, (b) diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ, (c) diC12BTBT–TCNQ, and
(d) diC12BTBT–F4TCNQ co-crystals. The high-symmetry points in the first
Brillouin zone are labelled as: G = (0, 0, 0), Z = (0, 0, 0.5), T = (0, 0.5, 0.5),
Y = (0, 0.5, 0), X = (0.5, 0, 0), V = (0.5, 0.5, 0), R = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), and
U = (0.5, 0, 0.5) for all the co-crystals. All points are given in fractional
coordinates in reciprocal space. The zero of energy is taken as the top
of the valence band.

Table 1 B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) estimates of the full bandwidths (in parentheses,
the related bandwidths along the DA stacking directions) of the conduction
and valence bands along with the lowest two components of the eﬀective
masses (in units of electron mass in vacuum, m0)

Bandwidth (in meV) Eﬀective mass
Electrons
Co-crystals

CB

BTBT–TCNQ
BTBT–F2TCNQ
BTBT–F4TCNQ
diC8BTBT–TCNQ
diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ
diC12BTBT–TCNQ
diC12BTBT–F4TCNQ

299
372
345
286
340
283
324

(250)
(288)
(340)
(280)
(329)
(280)
(316)

Holes

VB

m1/m0 m2/m0 m1/m0 m2/m0

139 (23)
177 (28)
157 (77)
89 (82)
132 (128)
100 (88)
128 (110)

1.0
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.7
1.2
1.1

3.2
1.5
3.6
410
410
7.5
6.0

1.3
1.0
2.1
3.1
1.5
3.9
3.6

4.7
3.4
2.3
410
410
410
410

on the acceptor molecule. This is due to the decrease in the D–A
distances along the stacking directions in the co-crystals where
the FmTCNQ molecules have a larger number of fluorine atoms,
see the crystallographic data in Table S2 (ESI‡).25 We note that
the dependence of the D–A distances on the number of fluorine
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Table 2 B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) estimates (in meV) of the through space
(holes – tD–D, electrons – tA–A), and superexchange (holes – teff
h and
electrons – teff
e ) transfer integrals (electronic couplings)

Co-crystals

tA–A

tD–D

teﬀ
e

teﬀ
h

BTBT–TCNQ
BTBT–F2TCNQ
BTBT–F4TCNQ
diC8BTBT–TCNQ
diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ
diC12BTBT–TCNQ
diC12BTBT–F4TCNQ

1.9
7.2
2.7
0.7
3.3
0.6
2.7

14.2
17.6
13.9
4.7
1.1
5.3
1.9

56.3
63.2
66.5
67.2
78.1
66.2
74.5

3.6
5.3
16.5
17.6
34.7
18.7
29.5

atoms can be attributed to the variations in halogen bonding; a
strong impact of halogen bonding on crystal packing has been
reported in DA co-crystals based on substituted benzoquinone
acceptors.14 The crystallographic data25,28,29 also show that upon
addition of the alkyl side chains (Cn), there occurs an increase in
the separation distance between DA stacks. As a result, in contrast
to the BTBT–FmTCNQ co-crystals, the direct through-space
transfer integrals for both holes and electrons in diCnBTBT–
FmTCNQ co-crystals are significantly smaller than the corresponding superexchange couplings (see Table 2).
The smallest eﬀective masses for electrons in all co-crystals
are found along the stacking directions, which is consistent
with the band structure and electronic-coupling results. Very
small eﬀective-mass values of 0.8m0, 0.8m0, and 0.7m0 (where
m0 is the rest mass of electrons in vacuum) are calculated for
electrons along the mixed-stack directions in BTBT–F2TCNQ,
BTBT–F4TCNQ, and diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ, respectively. The effective mass values for electrons in the other co-crystals are in the
range of 1.0–1.2m0. The effective masses for holes are larger than
for electrons; however, in the BTBT–TCNQ, BTBT–F2TCNQ, and
diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ cases, the hole effective masses are still
relatively small, falling in the range of 1.0–1.5m0. We note that
the smallest component of the effective mass for holes in the
BTBT–FmTCNQ (m = 0, 2, 4) co-crystals is oriented perpendicular
to the stacking direction (see Table 1 and Table S2, ESI‡) while
they are oriented along the mixed-stack directions in the
diCnBTBT–FmTCNQ (n = 8, 12; m = 0, 4) co-crystals. These results
imply that in BTBT–FmTCNQ hole transport along the DA stacks
is less effective than along other directions, a feature similar to
that we recently found for co-crystals based on the 1,3,4,5,7,8hexafluoro-11,11,12,12-tetracyanonaphtho-2,6-quinodimethane
acceptor.11
Experimentally, based on OFET device measurements, Sato
et al.28 have found n-channel charge transport along the mixedstack direction in the BTBT–FmTCNQ (m = 0, 2, 4) single
crystals, with the largest mobility of about 0.2 cm2 V1 s1
observed in the case of BTBT–F4TCNQ. Tsutsumi et al.25 have
also found predominately n-channel charge transport in OFET
devices based on diC8BTBT–FmTCNQ (m = 0, 2, 4) co-crystals,
with the largest electron mobility 0.4 cm2 V1 s1, measured
along the DA stacks in diC8BTBT–F2TCNQ.25 Our electronicstructure calculations are consistent with the experimental
findings as they predict anisotropic electron transport properties (along the DA stacks) for all investigated systems.
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Our calculations suggest that in addition to electron transport
along the DA stacks, hole transport could be operational in the
BTBT–TCNQ and BTBT–F2TCNQ co-crystals along directions
perpendicular to the DA stacks, and in the diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ
co-crystal along the DA stacks. However, in OFET devices, hole
mobilities were observed only in the case of the diC8BTBT–
TCNQ co-crystal and were measured to be very small.25 We note
that OFET mobilities depend on many other factors (disorder,
domain boundaries, etc.) that should be considered for a detailed
comparison between experiment and theory. For instance, in
contrast to single-crystal results, the measurements performed
on thin-film based devices show that all diC8BTBT–FmTCNQ
systems display similar electron mobilities. In addition, we recall
that our theoretical evaluations are based only on electronicstructure results and the role of electron–phonon interactions
on charge mobility remains to be investigated.
3.2.

Electron–hole asymmetry

A characteristic feature of many DA co-crystals is the ‘‘mirror
symmetry’’ between the VBs and CBs in their band structures.8
However, in the co-crystals considered here, the mirror symmetry between VB and CB is absent. A rationalization of why
the electron–hole symmetry is observed in some co-crystals but
is absent in others can be obtained by treating superexchange
coupling in the perturbation limit. The superexchange couplings
for holes and electrons in this limit are given as:
teff
h ¼

X taD bA tbA aD
1
2
aD ðbA Þ

teff
e ¼

EaD bA

X tbA aD taD bA
1
2
bA ðaD Þ

EaD bA

(3)

(4)

Here, aD and bA represent the molecular orbitals of the donor
and acceptor (with D1[A1] and D2[A2] corresponding to two
donor[acceptor] molecules in the D1–A–D2 [A1–D–A2] triad);
EaDbA and taDbA are the energy gaps and transfer integrals
involving these orbitals.
When only the transfer integral from the HOMO (HD) of the
donor to the LUMO (LA) of the acceptor contributes to the superexchange couplings, we obtain the well-established expression:
eff
teff
e ¼ th ¼

t HD L A 2
EHD LA

(5)

Thus, in this case, the eﬀective couplings for holes and
electrons are equal. Generally, this occurs when the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) levels are energetically well separated
from the rest of the molecular orbital levels. However, as first
noticed by Tsutsumi et al.25 for diC8BTBT–FmTCNQ and later
found in other related systems,27–29 both the HOMO and
HOMO1 of the donor are strongly interacting with the LUMO
of the acceptor. Since the HOMO and HOMO1 levels of BTBT
are separated by only 0.3 eV (see Fig. 4), these two electroniccoupling pathways (i.e., HOMOD ) LUMOA, t(H)D–(L)A and
HOMO1D ) LUMOA, t(H1)D–LA) contribute to the super-exchange
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HOMOD ) HOMO2A, and HOMOD ) HOMO3A channels
also contributes significantly to teff
h . Since these contributions
have an opposite sign to the HOMOD ) LUMOA contribution,
they largely cancel the latter.
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Fig. 4 Energy levels of the BTBT, TCNQ, F2TCNQ, and F4TCNQ molecules, as calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level.

couplings for electrons (teff
e ). Indeed, the calculations by Zhu
et al.40 show that in the diC8BTBT–FmTCNQ systems the
HOMOD ) LUMOA and HOMO1D ) LUMOA interactions
contribute nearly equally to the superexchange couplings for
electrons (teff
e ). Since the HOMO1D ) LUMOA coupling does
not contribute to the superexchange couplings for holes, it is
then expected that superexchange couplings should be larger
eff
for electrons than for holes (teff
e 4 th ); this results in electron–
hole asymmetry in the electronic and charge-transport properties. The absence of a HOMO1D ) LUMOA contribution,
however, does not fully explain why superexchange couplings
in the BTBT–FmTCNQ co-crystals are so small. Indeed,
the estimation based on the derived t(H)D–(L)A and t(H1)D–(L)A
couplings (see Table 3) and eqn (3) and (4) indicate that teff
e in
BTBT–TCNQ and BTBT–F2TCNQ should be at most 4 and
3 times larger than teff
h , respectively. In reality, as seen from
eff
Table 2, the ratios teff
in the BTBT–TCNQ and BTBT–
e /th
F2TCNQ systems amount to 16 and 12, respectively. This result
points to the existence of other electronic-coupling pathways
for holes that act in a destructive way with respect to the
HOMOD ) LUMOA coupling. Calculations performed for the
representative case of the BTBT–TCNQ co-crystal (see ESI,‡
Table S3) show that HOMOD ) LUMO+1A, HOMOD )
LUMO+2A, HOMOD ) HOMOA, HOMOD ) HOMO1A,

Charge-transfer optical transitions

As a result of donor–acceptor interactions, the DA systems
usually exhibit charge-transfer (CT) excited states that are
located below the donor and acceptor local excitations. The
characteristics of the optical CT bands are directly related to the
electronic couplings tDA between the D and A frontier orbitals
(and thus to the degree of ground-state ionicity). According to
the Mulliken–Hush model,41–43 the transition dipole moment
(dCT) of a CT band that peaks at ECT is proportional to the ratio
tDA/ECT. The diC8BTBT–FmTCNQ co-crystals exhibit two lowenergy optical transitions with dipole moments parallel to the
DA stacking direction, which were assigned as CT transitions
related to HOMOD ) LUMOA and HOMO1D ) LUMOA
coupling channels.25 Our excited-state calculations fully
support this assignment, as the NTO analyses show that the
first two optical transitions have a nearly 100% CT character
(see Fig. S2, ESI‡). Our calculations indicate that two separate
CT transitions should be observed in all the co-crystals
considered here (see Table 4). The difference of 0.5–0.6 eV
observed experimentally between the two CT transitions in the
diC8BTBT–FmTCNQ co-crystals25 is well reproduced by our
calculations. In line with the experimental findings25 our results
also show that the CT transitions (see Table 4) exhibit a systematic
redshift with the increase in the number of F atoms on the
acceptor; this can be attributed to a corresponding decrease in
the acceptor LUMO energy with the number of fluorine atoms (see
Fig. 4). Taken together, our excited-state calculations and the
experimental optical data provide strong support for the existence
of comparable HOMOD ) LUMOA and HOMO1D ) LUMOA
contributions to the superexchange coupling in diCnBTBT–
FmTCNQ co-crystals.
3.4.

Ground-state ionicity

It is also of interest to quantify the ground-state ionicity (degree
of charge transfer), r, in the current set of co-crystals. Vibrational spectroscopy is a commonly used tool to characterize r.
In the case of the BTBT–FmTCNQ co-crystals, Sato et al.28 and
Castagnetti et al.29 used the IR CRN and CQC stretching
modes of the acceptor respectively, to estimate r. Here, in order

Table 3 B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) estimates of t(H)D–(L)A and t(H1)D–LA where (H)D
denotes HOMO of the donor molecule and LA, is the LUMO of the
acceptor molecule

Table 4 Excited-state energies of the co-crystals (in eV) calculated at the
TDDFT B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. The values in parentheses are the corresponding oscillator strengths (f)

Co-crystals

tHD–LA (meV)

t(H1)D–LA (meV)

Co-crystals

S1 (f)

BTBT–TCNQ
BTBT–F2TCNQ
BTBT–F4TCNQ
diC8BTBT–TCNQ
diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ
diC12BTBT–TCNQ
diC12BTBT–F4TCNQ

160.3
226.7
252.4
271.3
334.8
271.2
327.1

348.1
329.5
331.9
298.3
267.1
289.3
266.7

BTBT–TCNQ
BTBT–F2TCNQ
BTBT–F4TCNQ
di-C8BTBT–TCNQ
di-C8BTBT–F4TCNQ
di-C12BTBT–TCNQ
di-C12BTBT–F4TCNQ

1.19
1.10
1.06
1.16
1.01
1.13
1.05

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry and the Chinese Chemical Society 2020

S2 (f)
(0.0061)
(0.0106)
(0.0107)
(0.0164)
(0.0198)
(0.0171)
(0.0143)

1.78
1.65
1.61
1.63
1.43
1.59
1.42

(0.0620)
(0.0616)
(0.0666)
(0.0570)
(0.0634)
(0.0555)
(0.0641)
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to provide additional insight on the ground-state ionicity, we
computed the IR spectra, Raman spectra, and Mulliken molecular charges of the investigated co-crystals. The IR and Raman
spectra are displayed in Fig. S3 and S4 (ESI‡), respectively. We
estimated the ground-state ionicity parameter from the vibrational properties on the basis of two widely used approaches in
the literature. The first approach is based on the formula:44
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r¼

2ðun  uDA Þ
un ð1  ua2 =un2 Þ

(6)

Here, un, ua, and uDA are the frequencies of the acceptor
vibrational mode of interest in the neutral, radical-anion, and
co-crystal states, respectively. The second approach is based on
the assumption of a linear dependence of uDA on r, according
to which:45
r¼

un  uDA
un  ua

(7)

We illustrate the application of these two approaches by
considering the BTBT–F2TCNQ co-crystal as a representative
example. According to our calculations, the two most intense
IR peaks from the antisymmetric CQC stretching modes
are located at 1524 cm1 and 1567 cm1 in neutral F2TCNQ,
1444 cm1 and 1502 cm1 in the radical-anion state of F2TCNQ,
and 1520 cm1 and 1560 cm1 in the BTBT–F2TCNQ co-crystal.
By substituting the average frequency values of the two modes
in either eqn (6) or eqn (7), we obtain the same r value of 0.08,
which agrees very well with the value of 0.09 reported by
Castagnetti et al.29 on the basis of the experimental IR spectra.
We note, however, that the Dushinsky matrix46 calculations (see
ESI,‡ Table S4) show that the normal modes of the neutral and
radical-anion states are highly intermixed; the high-frequency
1567 cm1 mode of the neutral F2TCNQ is found to have a
larger projection coefficient on the 1444 cm1 mode of the
radical-anion state than on its 1502 cm1 mode. If we consider
1567 cm1, 1444 cm1, and 1560 cm1 as the values for un, ua,
and uDA respectively, the linear scaling approach yields r = 0.05.
In the case of the CRN vibrations in the IR spectra, the two IR
active modes are observed at 2226 cm1 and 2240 cm1 in the
co-crystal, at 2233 cm1 and 2251 cm1 in neutral F2TCNQ, and
at 2176 cm1 and 2208 cm1 in the radical-anion state of
F2TCNQ. The use of eqn (6) and (7) yields r values of 0.19
and 0.18, respectively, which are slightly larger than the value of
0.16 derived by Sato et al.28 from the experimental CRN IR
data. The r value estimated from the CRN modes is thus
larger than that estimated from the CQC stretching modes, which
is not unexpected since it was suggested earlier that the approach
based on CRN modes systematically overestimates r.28 The
r values derived from DFT and experimental IR data for
BTBT–F2TCNQ are collected in Table 5, along with those for
BTBT–TCNQ and BTBT–F4TCNQ. The results indicate that the
three systems share a similar ionicity parameter.
The r values estimated on the basis of Mulliken charges are
also given in Table 5. In line with the results derived from the
frequency-shift approach, similar r values are obtained for
the co-crystals based on unsubstituted BTBT. However, the
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Table 5 Degrees of charge transfer in the co-crystals based on Mulliken
charges (r), as well as those derived from CQC mode (rCQC) and CRN
mode (rCRN) analyses

Co-crystal
BTBT–TCNQ
BTBT–F2TCNQ
BTBT–F4TCNQ
diC8BTBT–TCNQ
diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ
diC12BTBT–TCNQ
diC12BTBT–F4TCNQ
a

a

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.05

Current work based on eqn (7).

rCRN

rCQC

r

0.08
0.08a
0.09a
—
—
—
—
b

b

0.10
0.09b
0.12b
—
—
—
—

0.19a
0.18a
0.13a
—
—
—
—

0.20c
0.16c
0.11c
—
—
—
—

From ref. 28. c From ref. 29.

Mulliken charge approach yields values that are about 60%
smaller than the ones estimated from the vibrational frequency
shifts. The co-crystals where BTBT has alkyl-chain substitutions
display overall higher r values. The largest r value is calculated
for the diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ system, which also shows one of the
largest transfer integrals and conduction bandwidths along
the stacking direction as well as one of the smallest effective
masses for electrons. Moreover, diC8BTBT–F4TCNQ shows the
largest OFET mobility values among the co-crystals in singlecrystal based devices.25 Finally, we note that the underestimation of r in the present calculations could be related to the use
of the B3LYP functional. While we have previously shown that
in DA co-crystals the super-exchange electronic couplings,
the band structures, and the effective masses are not strongly
affected by the choice of the DFT functional,47 this might not
be the case for the estimations of the ionicity parameter.
Therefore, the implementation of range-separated hybrid functionals that are known to provide a reliable description of CT
excitations48,49 is desirable in order to obtain a better characterization of the co-crystal electronic properties in the context
of periodic-boundary condition calculations.

4. Conclusions
We have investigated the electronic structure, vibrational properties, and charge-transport properties of co-crystals based on
BTBT and di-CnBTBT (n = 8, 12) donors and FmTCNQ (m = 0, 2, 4)
acceptors. The DFT calculations predict large conduction
bandwidths and small eﬀective masses for electrons in all
co-crystals, which points to eﬃcient electron transport in these
systems. Large values of the valence bandwidths and small
eﬀective masses for holes are also observed for the BTBT–
FmTCNQ (m = 0, 2, 4) co-crystals, which suggests ambipolar
transport characteristics in these systems.
Our calculations indicate that the superexchange electronic
couplings systematically increase with the increase in the
number of fluorine atoms on the acceptor molecules. This
can be attributed to the decrease in D–A distances along the
stacking directions as a result of an increase in halogen
bonding.14 These results suggest that halogen coupling could
have a much stronger effect on the structure–property relations
in DA co-crystals than usually expected from a simple picture
based on the modification of the molecular electron affinity by
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halogenation. The addition of the alkyl side chains (Cn) results
in an increase in the distance separating the DA stacks. As a
consequence, the direct through-space transfer integrals for both
holes and electrons between neighboring stacks is significantly
reduced upon substitution of BTBT with a di-CnBTBT donor.
We have also evaluated the ground-state ionicity parameter
of the co-crystals on the basis of the DFT-derived crystal and
molecular IR spectra as well as the Mulliken charges. The
estimated values of r based on Mulliken charges are about
60% smaller than those based on IR vibration mode frequency
shifts, with the latter in very good agreement with those based
on experimental vibrational data. This indicates that DFT
calculations relying on periodic boundary conditions can be
used to obtain reliable estimates of r in addition to or in the
absence of experimental data.
Finally, our calculations indicate that accounting for
vibrational-mode mixing (Dushinsky eﬀect) in the frequencyshift based approaches can increase accuracy in the derivation
of the ionicity parameters. Consequently, such calculations
can provide a better description of the electronic properties
of DA co-crystals.
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